Abstract. We have studied oscillation processes in the quiet Sun outside a coronal hole at different levels of the solar chromosphere. The study was based on spectroscopic observations of ionized calcium lines (K, H, and 849.8 nm) obtained by the Sayan Solar Observatory’s Automated Solar Telescope (AST). Spectral analysis of time series for some parameters of the lines has been carried out. We have compared the results of this work with the results of our study of oscillation processes in quiet regions located at the base of a coronal hole. The oscillation power was found to be higher in the region of the quiet Sun outside a coronal hole. At the same time, for the regions under study there is a common tendency for the oscillation power to decrease with height for all frequency ranges, except for the low-frequency one, in most chromospheric structures. In structures with a weak magnetic field, the power increases with height to the lower chromosphere and decreases somewhat to the upper chromosphere.
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INTRODUCTION

The upper solar atmosphere heating is one of the key problems in solar physics. Of particular importance in this context is the solar chromosphere [Athay, 1966; Goodman, 2000; Carlsson, 2006; Judge, 2009; Srivastava et al., 2021]. It serves as an interface between the relatively cold photosphere and the very hot corona [Judge, 2010; Jess et al., 2015] and is a region in which a significant part of dissipative processes occur.

The processes occurring in the chromosphere are determined by its thermodynamic conditions. This is an environment in which there is non-local thermodynamic equilibrium; ionization equilibrium is disturbed; radiative losses occur, their velocity is $4 \times 10^6$ erg·cm$^{-2}$·s$^{-1}$ in a quiet region (for comparison, in the corona this value is $3 \times 10^5$ erg·cm$^{-2}$·s$^{-1}$) (see Table 1 in [Withbroe, Noyes, 1977]). It is permeated with dynamic structures, magnetic fields and is extremely stratified [Judge, 2009]. For instance, for the 1D model VAL C [Vernazza et al., 1981] at a height range from a temperature minimum to $\pm 2$ Mm, pressure changes by four orders of magnitude. Chromospheric magnetic fields affect wave propagation, conversion, and dissipation.

Under the temperature regime that takes place in the chromosphere, its material consists of partially ionized plasma dominated by neutrals. Thus, the VAL C model [Vernazza et al., 1981] in the region of temperature minimum yields a degree of hydrogen ionization of $10^{-4}$, which increases toward the middle chromosphere up to $10^{-2}$–$10^{-1}$ at temperatures ~6000 K.

The presence of neutrals in partially ionized magnetized plasma influences the processes that cause the upper atmosphere to heat [Piddington, 1956; Cowling, 1956; Khomenko, Collados, 2012; Martinez-Sikora et al., 2015 and references therein]. A realistic approach to modeling the processes occurring in the chromosphere is based on principles of plasma physics. Representation of a multifluid (multicomponent) medium is used. Depending on the problem to solve, the plasma composition can be three-component (electrons, ions, and neutral atoms), two-component (ions and neutrals), as well as one-component (with a strong connection between electrons, ions and neutral atoms) (e.g., [Zaqarashvili et al., 2011; Khomenko, Collados, 2012; Ballester et al., 2020]). The results of such simulation show, in particular, that the presence of neutral atoms in a weakly ionized plasma increases the dissipation of MHD waves [Khodachenko et al., 2004], and also changes the rate of reconnection depending on the collisional coupling between ions and neutrals [Zweibel, 1989; Smith, Sakai, 2008].

Our knowledge of the solar atmosphere has extended significantly thanks to the development of theoretical foundation and the progress in computational tools. Nonetheless, the problem of heating the solar atmosphere is still relevant today.

To date, two main theories have been formed concerning the mechanisms of upper atmosphere heating (see, e.g., [Rajaguru et al., 2019] and references therein): 1) mechanical heating by waves of various types such as nonmagnetic waves, magnetic waves, and their combination; 2) magnetic energy dissipation due to various processes in the magnetic field.

A large number of works have been carried out on various sources of chromosphere and corona heating (e.g., [Jefferies et al., 2006; Shibata et al., 2007; Kayshap et al., 2018; Leenaarts et al., 2018]). Reviews have been written which summarize and analyze recent re-
sults ([Khomenko, Santamaria, 2013; Jess et al., 2015; Martinez-Sikora et al., 2015; Ballester et al., 2018; Srivastava et al., 2021] and references therein).

In terms of solar atmosphere heating, of particular importance is the question of the role of MHD waves in energy transfer from the photosphere to the chromosphere and corona. There are still many unresolved problems related to the possibilities of compensating for radiative losses in the chromosphere, transition region, and corona by wave processes. For example, Molnar et al. [2021] have presented observations and comparison with the model, which concern propagation and damping of acoustic waves with frequencies from 5 to 50 mHz in different chromospheric structures: internetwork, network, plages, and penumbra. Their findings show that the acoustic energy dissipation in the middle chromosphere is not the dominant heating mechanism, whereas in the internetwork of the upper chromosphere the contribution of acoustic waves can compensate for radiative losses. The data obtained by Abbasvand et al. [2020], on the other hand, suggests that in the middle chromosphere of the quiet Sun radiative losses are fully balanced by the deposited acoustic energy flux in the range ~1–8 mHz.

In this paper, we examine dynamic processes using the Ca II H and K lines, and the 849.8 nm infrared triplet line, which is a convenient tool for studying the solar atmosphere. The Ca II lines are formed in a wide range of heights, from the lower to the middle and upper chromosphere. Thus, according to the results of 3D modeling [Bjørgen et al., 2018], cores of the K and H lines are formed at altitudes of ~1900 km and 1750 km. For the 849.8 nm line, the results of 2D modeling [Pietarila et al., 2006] give an average altitude of ~1020 km.

The purpose of this work is to study oscillatory processes at different height levels of the chromosphere in a quiet region outside a coronal hole and compare these results with the results for quiet regions at the base of the coronal hole.

1. OBSERVATIONS AND THEIR PROCESSING

We observed a quiet region with coordinates N05W00 located outside a coronal hole. The observations were made with the Sayan Solar Observatory’s Horizontal Solar Telescope on June 12, 2006. Two spectral regions in ultraviolet and infrared bands were recorded simultaneously in the IV and II orders respectively. We used the Princeton Instruments 2048 × 2048 CCD camera with a spatial pixel size of 0.45 arcsec. The region on the Sun bounded by the spectrograph slit was about 200” (450 pixels). The time series had 40 frames with a time step of 25 s. An image of a part of the solar disk including the observed region is shown in Figure 1 (data from the open source [https://SolarMonitor.org]). The black line superimposed on the image indicates the position of the spectrograph slit, taking into account its shift at the beginning of observations.

The research subject of our paper is intensities at characteristic points of the K, H, and 849.8 nm line profiles, as well as shifts of the profiles at these points along the wavelength.

Figure 1. Image of a part of the solar disk on June 12, 2006, taken from an open source. The black stripe is the spectrograph slit with a shift at the beginning of observations

We designate the 849.8 nm line by X (as in [Shine, Linsky, 1974]).

The following quantitative parameters have been determined:

- $I_{K3}$, $I_{H3}$ — minimum central intensities of the K and H lines;
- $I_{K2v}$, $I_{K2r}$, $I_{K2v}$, $I_{K2r}$ — intensities of the violet and red emission peaks respectively;
- $I_{K3v}$, $I_{K1v}$, $I_{H1v}$, $I_{H1r}$ — minimum intensities in the violet and red wings of the K and H lines respectively;
- $I_{K3}$ — central intensity of the 849.8 nm line;
- $\lambda_{K3}$ — shift of the K3 minimum along the wavelength axis relative to the nominal line center;
- $\Delta\lambda_{K2v}$, $\Delta\lambda_{K2r}$ — shifts of the K2v and K2r peaks relative to the nominal line center;
- $\Delta\lambda_{X0}$ — shift of the 849.8 nm line minimum along the wavelength axis relative to the nominal line center;
- $\Delta\lambda_{K1v}$, $\Delta\lambda_{K1r}$ — shifts of K1v and K1r minima relative to the nominal line center.

As noted earlier in [Teplitskaya et al., 2006; Grigoryeva et al., 2016; Teplitskaya et al., 2009; Turova et al., 2020], we selected the chromospheric structures according to central intensities of the Ca II K and 849.8 nm lines. The structures are defined as in the above works:

- “n” — bright network structures («network»);
- “ne” — enhanced network;
- “c” — dark internetwork structures («internetwork»);
- “b” — plage;
- “x” — structures with intermediate brightness, which do not belong to the above structures.

In addition to the above list, this paper also deals with structures whose intensities are close to the intensities on the boundaries of each of the above structures. By analogy with the designations we have adopted, these regions are called “fc”, “fx”, “fn”, “fne”, “fb”.

![Image of a part of the solar disk](https://SolarMonitor.org)
Figure 2. Intensities $I_{K3}$ (black curve) and $I_{K1r}$ (red curve) for the spatial region N05W00 along the spectrograph slit, which are averaged over the observation time. Alphanumeric designations mark some of the selected chromospheric structures. The black vertical stripe is a thread stretched across the spectrograph slit.

Figure 2 shows time-averaged spatial distributions of $I_{K3}$ and $I_{K1r}$. The alphanumeric designations describe some of the selected structures. The behavior of both intensities shows slight spatial differences in positions of the structures at the $I_{K3}$ and $I_{K1r}$ formation levels, which may be caused by atmospheric dispersion. Atmospheric dispersion effects have been examined in a number of papers, for example, [Simon, 1966; Reardon, 2006; Beck et al., 2008]. Atmospheric dispersion results from two processes: a change in atmospheric refraction with zenith distance, known as spatial differential refraction; a change in the air refraction index with wavelength, called spectral differential refraction [Reardon, 2006]. In order to avoid mathematical determination of locations of different spatial elements at different levels of the atmosphere, we determined locations of the structures separately for each of these levels.

In this paper, we examine spatial and temporal variations of lines’ parameters in the selected structures. We estimate the oscillation power at different levels of the solar atmosphere. Spectral analysis of the lines’ parameters is performed at each point of space of the region under study. A method is adopted similar to that used in [Grigoryeva et al., 1916; Kuklin, 1971; Turova et al., 1983; Teplitskaya et al., 1983; Turova, 1994]. The following frequency bands are selected:

- 5.2–6.8 mHz (3 min);
- 5.2–8.0 mHz (sometimes used in the literature as a 3-min band);
- 4.0–5.2 (4 min);
- 2.4–4.0 (5 min);
- 2.4–5.2 (5 min+4 min);
- 2.4–8.0 (5 min+4 min+3 min);
- 1.124–2.4 (low frequencies, “L”);
- 8.0–16.0 (high frequencies, “H”);
- 1.124–16.0 (full frequency band available, “E”).

Using the spectral analysis results, we focus on the study of distributions of the integrated spectral power of intensity oscillations and line profile shifts in different frequency bands both throughout the region of interest and in individual chromospheric structures.

2. RESULTS

2.1. Spatio-temporal variations in lines’ parameters

Figure 3 displays spatial and temporal distributions of a number of line parameters. For this figure, we took $I_{K1v}$, $abs(\Delta \lambda_{K1v})$, $I_{K0}$, $\Delta \lambda_{K0}$, $I_{K2v}$, $abs(\Delta \lambda_{K2v})$, $I_{K3}$, $-(\Delta \lambda_{K3})$, which illustrate the characteristic features of the behavior of parameters of this type. The values of $\Delta \lambda_{K3}$ are given with a minus sign for perception convenience because for the absolute majority of points the CaII K line minimum is shifted to the violet side. Figure 4 exhibits time-averaged spatial distributions of $abs(\Delta \lambda_{K1v})$, $abs(\Delta \lambda_{K0})$, $abs(\Delta \lambda_{K3})$, as well as the spatial distribution of the integrated spectral power (ISP) for shifts in one of the frequency bands. To compare the distributions of $\Delta \lambda_{K}$ with the spatial distribution of chromospheric structures, each panel of Figure 4 also shows the spatial distribution of the time-averaged intensity $I_{K3}$.

The behavior of profile shifts (see Figure 3) differs significantly in space from the behavior of intensities: shift distributions are more chaotic than intensity distributions. The comparison indicates that at the $K_1$ formation level the $\Delta \lambda_{K1}$ variation correlates more closely with the intensity variation than at the $K_2$ and $K_3$ levels. At the $K_1$ level, to the intensity peaks in bright magnetic structures correspond high values of $\Delta \lambda_{K1}$ (Figure 4, a). Shifts at the $K_3$ level are increased at boundaries of magnetic structures, not in their central parts. This is confirmed by Figure 4, b, which illustrates time-averaged
spatial distributions of $\text{abs}(\Delta \lambda_{K2})$. The scatter plots for the pairs of parameters $\Delta \lambda_{K1} - I_{K1}$, $\Delta \lambda_{K2} - I_{K2}$ in Figure 5, e.g., in [Turova et al., 2020] also suggest the connection between parameters at the $K_1$ level and its absence at the $K_2$ level. At the highest level $K_1$ under study, shifts are also increased at boundaries of bright magnetic structures, but the largest shifts occur in the most quiet non-magnetic structures of the observed region (from 70° to 140° along the X-axis (Figure 4,c)). The main oscillatory power of $\Delta \lambda_{K3}$ for quiet structures has been found in the range 4–8 mHz. Five-minute oscillations in this region are negligible, but decreased oscillations of $\Delta \lambda_{K3}$ were detected in the low frequency range (not shown). Interestingly, the highest power peaks at frequencies around 5.5 and 7 mHz were found for the "c02" structure, yet the velocity amplitudes in it exhibited a significant decrease (see Figure 4, c). The "c02" structure shows an increase in brightness as compared to neighboring structures of this type. Note that spatial distributions of the integrated spectral power of oscillations of $\Delta \lambda_{K1v}$, $\Delta \lambda_{K2v}$, and $\Delta \lambda_{K3}$ are complex and multiple-peaked. The spatial distribution of maximum power peaks in a given frequency band may not match the spatial distribution of maximum shifts $\Delta \lambda_{K}$. Therefore, in Figure 4 for each of the above parameters we took the frequency band in which the correspondence of maximum shifts and power peaks in space was the closest.

In order to estimate the degree of relationship between shifts $\Delta \lambda_{K}$ and their related values of $I_{K}$, as well as the ISP($\Delta \lambda_{K}$) values shown in Figure 4, we calculated correlation coefficients. They are listed in Table 1. Rows 1–3 show the correlation between $\Delta \lambda_{K}$ and intensities. Rows 4–6 display the integrated spectral power, with ISP correlations both for the entire region of interest and for half of the region from 0' to 100'. In the third column for rows 4–6 is the frequency band for which the maximum correlation coefficient was found.

Table 1 allows us to quantitatively estimate the qualitative pattern presented in Figures 3, 4. So, at the $K_1$ level (Figure 4, a), where maximum shifts $\Delta \lambda_{K1v}$ coincide with the $I_{K1}$ peaks, the correlation coefficient of the time-averaged parameters $\Delta \lambda_{K1v}$ and $I_{K1}$ in the region under study is $>0.9$.

The correlation coefficient of $\Delta \lambda_{K1v}$ with ISP($\Delta \lambda_{K1v}$) in the 5-minute band for half (0'–100') of the region under study is 0.7. For the entire region of interest, it is significantly lower, -0.3.

As mentioned above, the maximum shifts $\Delta \lambda_{K2v}$ at the $K_2$ level often occur not in the centers of magnetic structures (Figure 4, b). On the contrary, in the centers of magnetic structures the shifts decrease (see, for example, their values in plage "b02": position on the X-axis ≈50°). The correlation coefficient between $\Delta \lambda_{K2v}$ and $I_{K2}$ in the region under study is $=0.1$ (Table 1, row 2).

At the $K_3$ level, as can be seen in Figure 4, c, the largest shifts $\Delta \lambda_{K3}$ fall on the quietest part of the region under study. The shifts, as at the $K_2$ level, are insignificant in the centers of magnetic structures. The correlation coefficient between $\Delta \lambda_{K3}$ and $I_{K3}$ is $=0.2$ (row 3, Table 1). The correlation coefficient between $\Delta \lambda_{K3}$ and the integrated spectral power of oscillations of this parameter in the 5-minute band over the entire region considered is 0.2, yet it can reach 0.5 for individual structures of the region (Table 1, row 6).

Obviously, oscillations of different frequencies can dominate in different structures. To explore this problem in more detail, we have selected several characteristic features of the region under study. At the $K_1$ level there are two features the former of which corresponds to "b02". Here, the maximum shifts $\Delta \lambda_{K1v}$ and $\Delta \lambda_{K3}$ fall on the center of the plage. The latter feature was chosen in a quiet region — in "c01". At the $K_2$ level, these are two features in the vicinity of the plage with maximum shifts $\Delta \lambda_{K2}$ and the structure "c01". At the $K_3$ level, this is a feature in the vicinity of "b02" and the structure "c01". For these features, we have found correlation coefficients between $\Delta \lambda_{K1v}$, $\Delta \lambda_{K2v}$, $\Delta \lambda_{K3}$ and the oscillation power $P$ at each point of the frequency band 1.1–16.0 mHz. Maximum correlation coefficients between $P$ and shifts for these structures, as well as for the frequency for which the oscillation power is maximum, are given in rows 7–9 of Table 1. It turned out that in the selected features the local oscillation maxima obtained have not very high correlation coefficients with $\Delta \lambda_{K}$ (r=−0.5–0.6). The highest correlation coefficient (0.75) was found for the feature near "b02" at the $K_3$ level.

2.2. Integrated spectral power of intensity oscillations at different levels of the solar atmosphere

2.2.1. Variation of integrated spectral power with height

We have compared the integrated spectral power of intensity oscillations at different levels of the solar atmosphere, using the height of different spectral features of the K, H, 849.8 nm lines as markers. These are $I_{H1}$, $I_{K1v}$, $I_{H2v}$, $I_{K2v}$, $I_{K3}$, $I_{H2}$, $I_{X0}$, $I_{H3v}$, $I_{K2}$, $I_{H3}$, $I_{K3}$, ranked according to the data on heights of their formation available in the literature [von Uexküll, Kneer, 1995; Taroyan, Erdélyi, 2009; Judge et al., 2001; Reardon et al., 2009; Beck et al., 2009; Bjørgen, et al., 2018]. We plotted Figure 5, a–f similar to Figure 13 from [Grigoryeva et al., 2016]. In this paper, we use a slightly different set of height markers and a larger number of frequency bands. As an example, Figure 5 shows the behavior of the spatially averaged integrated spectral power of intensity oscillations for individual structures and for the whole observed region in the selected frequency bands.

In the entire frequency band (1.124–16.0 mHz), the oscillation power turned out to decrease with height in the solar atmosphere in each individual structure and throughout the area cut out by the spectrograph slit (Figure 5). An exception is the structure "c" in which there is a slight increase in the oscillation power in the entire frequency band (Figure 5, a). This structure and the "fc" structure (Figure 5, b) are also distinguished by an increase in 3-minute oscillations with height. The "c" structure also exhibits a slight increase in high-frequency oscillations (8–16 mHz) and a slight decrease in the power of low-frequency oscillations (1.124–2.4 mHz, Figure 5, a). In "fc", on the contrary, high-frequency oscillations decrease with height, and low-frequency oscillations increase (Figure 5, b).
The remaining structures, including those not shown in Figure 5, exhibit a decrease in the oscillation power in all frequency bands except for low-frequency and high-frequency ones. The same behavior is also typical of the whole region on the Sun under study, including all the selected structures, as well as structures not included in the classification (Figure 5, d). Exceptions are the enhanced network with a pronounced slight increase in the power of 5-minute oscillations (Figure 5, e), and the "fx" boundary (Figure 5, f) in which the behavior of 3-minute and high-frequency oscillations does not show a confident tendency for the oscillation power to decrease or increase.

2.2.2. Integrated spectral power of intensity oscillations in individual structures in some frequency bands

Figure 6 illustrates distributions of the integrated spectral power calculated for the CaII K line over all spatial pixels of the region N05W00 studied. Blue and red colors indicate the integrated spectral power distributions at the K1 and K3 formation levels respectively. The black color shows the $I_{K1}$ variation. It seems convenient to treat Figure 6, relying on frequency bands since the distribution is very complex, with power peaks distinct from the brightness peaks of the selected structures.
The 1.124–2.4 mHz frequency band (Figure 6, a). We have already noted a general increase in the oscillation power in the upper chromosphere for this band (see Figure 5). The maximum peak falls on one of the boundaries of plage "b03" ("fb5") at the Kε and Kδ formation levels. Slightly lower peaks are observed in "fn1" and structures with intermediate brightness "x03" and "x04". At the Kδ level there is also a peak related to "x05" and "fx3". The power in "b01" and at its boundaries, despite exceeding the significance level of 0.95, is not high. It may be noted that the boundaries "fb2", "fn3", "fn4" and the boundaries "fn2" feature a decrease in power to a minimum in the lower level of the atmosphere near the temperature minimum. In "c01"–"c05", the power of low-frequency oscillations is generally low and reaches a minimum value in the structures "c02" and "c03" at both atmospheric levels considered.

The 2.4–4.0 mHz frequency band (Figure 6, b). In the so-called five-minute frequency band there is, in general, a decrease in the oscillation power with height and a complex distribution of power over the region considered. An exception is a spatial region x–170°–180°, where there is a slight excess of power at the upper level. Higher power peaks mainly occur at boundaries of the selected structures, except for "n02" in which peaks at two atmospheric levels coincide with the center of the structure. The most powerful peaks at the Kε formation level occur in "fb2", "fb3", "fn3", "fn4", "c03", "n02", "fn2", and "x06". Sometimes they do not coincide with the peaks at the Kδ formation level, where a reduced oscillation power is observed instead of the peaks ("fn4", "x03", "c04", and "fn2").

The 4.0–5.2 mHz frequency band (Figure 6, c). In this band, the power at the Kε level is also low compared to the Kδ level. An exception is the vicinity of "c03", where there is a slight increase in the power of 4-minute oscillations at the upper level of the atmosphere. The highest peaks at both levels are located at boundaries, structures with intermediate brightness, and inter-networks. The power in all identified plages is noticeably reduced.

The 5.2–6.8 mHz frequency band (Figure 6, d). In four of five "c" structures, the integrated spectral oscillation power is higher at the upper level of the atmosphere. Power peaks are observed not in the centers of the structures but at their boundaries. The highest power peak belongs to the boundary "c1". In the structure "c02", which represents a slight increase in brightness next to "c01", there is the second-highest oscillation power peak, but it is higher at the Kε formation level. Its maximum is at the boundary "fc2". There are also significant oscillation power peaks at both atmospheric levels in "x02" and "x03", "fx3" and "fe4", "fe7". The oscillation power drops noticeably in "b01", "n01", "b02", and "b03". However, in "n02" and especially at the boundary "fn2", the oscillation power is higher, especially in the lower level of the atmosphere.

The 8.0–16 mHz frequency band (Figure 6, e). In this rather wide band, the oscillation power is not very high, but in general it is higher at the Kε level. Power peaks mainly occur at the boundaries of the structures. In "c01", "c04", and "c05", high-frequency oscillations in their centers are detectable. The highest power peak occurs in "ne1" and at its boundary; slightly lower peaks, in "n01", "fn1", and "fb3".

Figure 4. Time-averaged shifts of the CaII K line (purple curves and pink fill) at different formation levels of line parts: abs(ΔλKε) (a); abs(ΔλKδ) (b); abs(ΔλKε) (c). The black curve and dark fill mark the spatial distribution of the time-averaged intensity Iε. Red dashed curves indicate the spatial distribution of the integrated spectral power (ISP) of the corresponding parameter in one of the frequency bands. The other designations are the same as in Figure 2.

The 1.124–16.0 mHz frequency band (Figure 6, f). In general, the oscillation power in the entire available frequency band is slightly lowered at the upper level. The maximum oscillation power at the lower atmospheric level is observed at the boundaries of "b01" and "b02". At the upper level, the highest power peaks are observed in "fc1", "c02", "c03", and "n02".

3. DISCUSSION

We have considered the spatial distribution of a number of the CaII K and 849.8 nm parameters and their temporal variations. The time-averaged spatial distributions of these parameters were also calculated, including intensities and shifts of calcium lines at different formation levels — Kε, Xε, Kδ, and Kη. The distributions of
Figure 5. Variations of the spatially averaged integrated spectral power of intensity oscillations with height for some of the selected chromospheric structures and the entire region N05W00 (black curves). Interpolated values are highlighted in red. The following structures are shown: “internetwork” (a); “internetwork boundary” (b); “plage” (c); the entire region considered (d); “enhanced network” (e); “boundary of a region with intermediate brightness” (f). As height markers we took the heights of formation of \( I_{H1r}, I_{K1r}, I_{H1v}, I_{K1v}, I_{H2r}, I_{K2r}, I_{H2v}, I_{K2v}, I_{H3}, I_{K3} \). Designations along the X-axis show the first and the last of them.

Numbers and letters mark the following frequency bands: “3” — 5.2–6.8 mHz; “3+” — 5.2–8.0 mHz; “4” — 4.4–5.2 mHz; “5” — 2.4–4.0 mHz; “5+4” — 2.4–5.2 mHz; “5+4+3” — 2.4–8.0 mHz; “L” — 1.124–2.4 mHz; “H” — 8.0–16.0 mHz; “E” — 1.124–16.0 mHz. The integrated spectral power along the Y-axis is given in arbitrary units.

Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>№</th>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>Region</th>
<th>Frequency, mHz</th>
<th>Correlation coefficient</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>( \text{abs}(\Delta \lambda_{K1v}) - I_{K1v} )</td>
<td>0”–204”</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>0.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>( \text{abs}(\Delta \lambda_{K2v}) - I_{K2v} )</td>
<td>0”–204”</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>0.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>( \text{abs}(\Delta \lambda_{K3}) - I_{K3} )</td>
<td>0”–204”</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>-0.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>( \text{abs}(\Delta \lambda_{K1v}) - \text{ISP}(\Delta \lambda_{K1v}) )</td>
<td>0”–204”</td>
<td>2.4–4.0</td>
<td>0.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0”–100”</td>
<td>2.4–4.0</td>
<td>0.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>( \text{abs}(\Delta \lambda_{K2v}) - \text{ISP}(\Delta \lambda_{K2v}) )</td>
<td>0”–204”</td>
<td>1.1–16.0</td>
<td>0.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>( \text{abs}(\Delta \lambda_{K3}) - \text{ISP}(\Delta \lambda_{K3}) )</td>
<td>0”–204”</td>
<td>5.2–6.8</td>
<td>0.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0”–100”</td>
<td>5.2–6.8</td>
<td>0.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>( \text{abs}(\Delta \lambda_{K1v}) - P(\Delta \lambda_{K1v}) )</td>
<td>40”–49” (b02)</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>0.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>91”–96” (c01)</td>
<td>6.5</td>
<td>0.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>( \text{abs}(\Delta \lambda_{K2v}) - P(\Delta \lambda_{K2v}) )</td>
<td>31”–37” (near b02)</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>0.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>51”–58” (near b02)</td>
<td>12.4</td>
<td>0.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>91”–96” (c01)</td>
<td>9.41</td>
<td>0.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>( \text{abs}(\Delta \lambda_{K3}) - P(\Delta \lambda_{K3}) )</td>
<td>31”–37” (near b02)</td>
<td>5.31</td>
<td>0.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>91”–96” (c01)</td>
<td>2.33</td>
<td>0.63</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Shifts and intensities appeared to coincide in the lower chromosphere, whereas in the middle chromosphere the maximum line shifts occur not in the centers but at boundaries of bright magnetic structures (plages). This is consistent with the results obtained in [Heggland et al., 2011], in which numerical simulation of wave propagation in models of the solar atmosphere with different magnetic field configurations has been carried out. Heggland et al. [2011] note that all strong magnetic flux concentrations are associated with a region of high velocity amplitude higher up, and nearly all regions of high amplitude are connected with flux concentrations. Unlike the results of [Heggland et al., 2011], at the highest K$_3$ level we deal with, the highest shift amplitudes are observed in the quietest nonmagnetic structures of the region under study. One structure stands out among them (see Figure 4, c, x=115 arcsec) with a slightly enhanced brightness, probably associated with a local increase in the magnetic flux. The line shift amplitudes ($\Delta \lambda_{K3}$) in this structure are much lower, with the highest power of velocity fluctuations in 5.2–8.0 mHz observed in it.

In the frequency band under study (1.124–16.0 mHz), peaks in the power spectrum (not shown) occur not at low frequencies, as might be expected for small-scale magnetic flux tubes (e.g., [Khomenko et al., 2008]), but at 5.5 and 7 mHz, which is also consistent with the results of [Heggland et al., 2011].

We have already mentioned that the line shifts are distributed over space more chaotically than intensities. The oscillatory power of $\Delta \lambda$ does not always correspond to the spatial distribution of shifts (see Figure 4). The
absence of a convincing correspondence between the oscillatory power of $\Delta \lambda$ and the parameter itself makes it possible to suggest that a certain percentage of the line shifts is not periodic.

Let us take a closer look at our findings on the intensity oscillations in individual frequency bands.

Low-frequency intensity oscillations are detected at different levels of the solar atmosphere in different lines and solar features (see, e.g., [Dané et al., 1984; DeForest, Gurman, 1998; McAteer et al., 2003; Srivastava et al., 2008; Ozhogina, Teplitskaya, 2013, 2014]). Wave propagation with a frequency lower than the acoustic cutoff frequency of 5.2 mHz to the chromosphere [Bel, Leroy, 1977; Suematsu, 1990; De Pontieu et al., 2004; Jefferies et al., 2006] may be associated with a decrease in this frequency in network magnetic fields inclined with respect to the direction of gravity. This happens when the plasma $\beta$ (the ratio of gas pressure to magnetic pressure) becomes <1. In accordance with these works, the increase in the power of low-frequency oscillations we have obtained occurs generally at the boundaries “P”. Similar results from observations of intensity, magnetic field, and Doppler velocity oscillations in facular magnetic knots have been found in [Kobanov, Pulyaev, 2011; Chelpanov et al., 2015]. On the periphery of the knots, Chelpanov et al. [2015] detected oscillations in the range 1.5–3 mHz; and in the center of knots, in 3–6 mHz. The authors believe that this distribution of oscillations is due to the magnetic field topology — vertical in the center and inclined on the periphery. In most other structures, according to our data, the power of low-frequency oscillations is also increased in the middle chromosphere (Figure 6, a). Low-frequency oscillations occur in all regions — both in bright magnetic elements and in dark regions with a weak magnetic field (see also [Grigoryeva et al., 2016]).

The high-frequency band 8–16 mHz in our observations is much wider than the other selected bands, but its contribution to the oscillatory power is not very large. The greatest increase in the power of high-frequency oscillations in the middle chromosphere occurs at boundaries of bright structures, including two plages (Figure 6, e). The power of high-frequency oscillations also increases in a number of structures with low brightness. In general, the power of high-frequency oscillations in the region of interest is slightly increased in the upper chromosphere, and its distribution over structures is rather chaotic (Figure 6, e). Gafeira et al. [2017] from observations in the Ca II H line have found high-frequency line intensity and width oscillations in slender fibrils. The answer to the question about the contribution of high-frequency waves to the solar atmosphere heating remains ambiguous. For example, Srivastava et al. [2021] note that at present the role of high-frequency waves in the energy balance of the solar atmosphere is underestimated. On the other hand, in many works devoted to the study of high-frequency oscillations, it is concluded that the energy of these oscillations is too low to maintain the temperature increase in the upper layers of the solar atmosphere, for example, [Carlsson et al., 2007; Fossum, Carlsson, 2006]. Further discussion of the conclusions drawn by Fossum, Carlsson [2005a, b, 2006] has shown that the results obtained by these authors are most likely associated with insufficient spatial resolution of TRACE (see, e.g., [Cuntz et al., 2007]). Cuntz et al. [2007] argue in favor of the fact that high-frequency acoustic waves (10–50 mHz) are sufficient to heat the nonmagnetic solar chromosphere. Bello González et al. [2010] show that in the frequency band 5.2–10 mHz for an altitude of $\sim$250 km the acoustic flux exceeds radiative losses. One-dimensional numerical simulation [Shoda, Yokoyama, 2018] has revealed that the high-frequency oscillations (20–25 mHz) observed in chromospheric spicules occur in the chromosphere due to conversion of longitudinal waves into transverse ones. The energy flux of these high-frequency waves is small; it is several times smaller than the total energy flux, so it is necessary to consider low-frequency and high-frequency waves at a time. High-frequency MHD waves (9–17 mHz) were also registered in small-scale structures from observations of brightness temperature fluctuations [Jafarzadeh et al., 2021].

In contrast to low-frequency and high-frequency oscillations, 5-minute oscillations, according to our findings, are attenuated in the upper chromosphere in most of the selected structures (see Figure 5). An exception is the enhanced network in which the integrated spectral oscillation power varies non-monotonically with height in almost all the frequency bands considered. We calculated the correlation coefficients of 5-minute oscillations in the upper photosphere and the upper chromosphere for the selected structures (not shown). Our results show that at these levels there is a high correlation between 5-minute oscillations in a quiet region outside a coronal hole (Figure 6, b). These results do not agree with the conclusions drawn by Chelpanov et al. [2021]; the authors did not detect general oscillations in the photosphere and chromosphere outside a coronal hole. From our observations and from the observations made by Kayshap et al. [2018] it follows that different structures of the region under study differently participate in propagation or non-propagation of 5-minute waves. In the conclusions drawn in [Kayshap et al., 2018], it is particularly noted that waves from the photosphere can propagate upwards to the transition region both as 3-minute waves and (in some locations) 5-minute ones. We believe that a larger number of observations are needed to get an unambiguous answer.

According to our findings, 5-minute oscillations occur not only in bright magnetic structures. For example, in two of three observed plages ”b01” and ”b03” (Figure 6, b), the power of 5-minute oscillations is low. The question about propagation of 5-minute oscillations in strong magnetic fields is extensively discussed in the literature. Thus, Centeno et al. [2006] show that 5-minute waves propagate from the photosphere to the chromosphere in a facular region. An example of such propagation may be our structures ”ne1”, ”n02”, and ”b01” (Figure 6, b). Nevertheless, according to our data, the highest power of 5-minute oscillations in the middle chromosphere was not in bright magnetic structures but in structures with lower brightness. This is consistent with the conclusions drawn by Khomenko et al. [2008]
that 5-minute waves can also propagate into the chromosphere in almost vertical small-scale magnetic flux tubes in which the radiative relaxation time scale is sufficiently small. This also agrees with the results received in [Gupta et al., 2013], where 5-minute oscillations (2.76–4.02 mHz) are demonstrated to occur mainly in dark nonmagnetic regions. Interesting results have been obtained in [Rajaguru et al., 2019] — the authors observed wave propagation with a frequency 2–4.0 mHz in isolated almost vertical magnetic flux tubes, as well as a decrease in their amplitude with height. Propagation of these waves is associated with a decrease in the acoustic cutoff frequency due to a decrease in the radiative relaxation time. The wave damping with height is attributed to wave steeping and dissipation. The pattern of distribution of 5-minute waves seems in general to be rather complex. The ambiguity may be amplified by the interference of waves from close sources, analyzed in [Heggland et al., 2011], the authors simulated wave propagation in inclined and vertical magnetic fields.

Both 4-minute and 3-minute oscillations are attenuated in bright magnetic elements (such as "b01", "b02" in Figure 6, c, d). An exception is the boundary of "ne1", where 3-minute oscillations are enhanced, especially in the lower chromosphere. In general, these oscillations occur in internetworks with maxima at their boundaries and are enhanced in these structures at the upper level. The power distribution in 3-minute and 4-minute bands is similar to that observed in [Lites et al., 1993; Gupta et al., 2013]. A similar pattern for the 3-minute band is supported by model calculations of wave propagation made in [Heggland et al., 2011], where the authors show that 3-minute waves dominate in regions with a weak magnetic field. As already mentioned, our results have shown that the power in the 3-minute and 4-minute bands is higher in the upper chromosphere for the structures with a weak magnetic field (Figure 5, a, b and Figure 6, c, d). The power of 3-minute oscillations averaged over all structures decreases in the upper chromosphere compared to the whole photosphere, as does the power of 4-minute and 5-minute oscillations (see Figure 5, d). Four-minute oscillations are rarely considered separately in the literature. For instance, in the power spectra calculated by Deubner, Fleck [1990] there are peaks in this particular frequency band for both dark and bright elements of the chromospheric network. This frequency band was treated in particular by Kobanov [2000] who studied oscillations in the lower chromosphere. Peaks in the 4-minute frequency band are clearly visible in the power spectra obtained by Chelpanov et al. [2015]; the authors studied intensity, Doppler velocity, and magnetic field variations in the centers of solar faculae and on their periphery. The power amplification at a frequency of 4 mHz has been found by Jafarzadeh et al. [2021] from datasets with the weakest magnetic fields.

The oscillation power decrease with height in our frequency band 2.4–8 mHz (see Figure 5) is similar to that obtained in [Mein, Schmieder, 1981] for a quiet region. These authors used observations in the CaII and MgI lines and the frequency band 2.5–8.3 mHz, which practically coincides with our band. They observed damping of the wave energy flux from the photosphere to the chromosphere (up to an altitude of 1500 km) by about an order of magnitude (Figure 3, b in the work of these authors).

To explore the possible relationship between oscillations in the same structures at different atmospheric levels, we have calculated correlation coefficients for different sets of selected parameters. A very inhomogeneous patten was found. There proved to be no correlation between oscillations in all frequency bands in a number of structures in three atmospheric levels ($K_1$, $K_2$, and $K_3$). In some structures there is a correlation of oscillations only between two of the three atmospheric levels, for example, between $K_1$ and $K_2$ or between $K_2$ and $K_3$. In order to figure out how and where the oscillations propagate, we plan to include the phase ratios, derived from the spectral analysis, in a follow-up study.

We have compared the oscillatory processes occurring in two regions of the quiet Sun, located at the base of a coronal hole, and one region outside the coronal hole. It turned out that in both the lower and upper chromosphere the intensity oscillation power is higher in the region outside the coronal hole in most frequency bands. An exception is the 4-minute frequency band, where this trend is weak or absent at both chromospheric levels. Table 2 lists the ratios of ISP of CaII K line intensity oscillations averaged over all spatial structures in different frequency bands for a region located outside the coronal hole to ISP in two regions located at the base of the coronal hole at the levels of the lower and upper chromosphere ($K_1$ and $K_3$).

Nevertheless, the behavior of the integrated spectral power of intensity oscillations with height differs little in three regions (see [Grigoryeva et al., 2016]). The results are presented in Figures 5, 6, and 13 in [Grigoryeva et al., 2016]. It can be seen that the main feature of the behavior of intensity oscillations with height is a decrease in their power in all frequency bands except the low-frequency one (1.124–2.4 mHz). The oscillation power also increases on average with height in the 3-minute band (5.2–6.8 mHz) in the structures with a weak magnetic field. In this context, we are interested in the result reported in [Abbasvand et al., 2020]. In nonmagnetic areas of the quiet region for the 854.2 nm CaII line formation height, the calculated acoustic flux fully

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ratios ISP$<em>{305}$/ISP$</em>{525}$W12 and ISP$<em>{305}$/ISP$</em>{525}$W17</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>ISP$<em>{305}$/ISP$</em>{525}$W12</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Level</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$K_1$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$K_3$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2
compensates for radiative losses in the middle chromosphere 1000–1400 km. The main contributor of the power spectrum is 6–7 mHz frequencies. At the same time, at 1600–1900 km the acoustic flux contribution is insufficient to balance radiative losses; an additional power supplier is required in this case. Our results on the frequency bands 5.2–6.8 mHz, 5.2–8.0 mHz for the structures with a weak magnetic field (see Figure 5) show qualitative similarity with the result from [Abbasvand et al., 2020]. The integrated spectral power in these two bands has a nonmonotonic behavior, but becomes the highest in the lower chromosphere (1000–1300 km) and decreases as the K$_f$ formation level (~1750–1900 km) is approached. This trend for the structures with low and intermediate brightness is also traced in our work ([Grigoryeva et al., 2016], Figure 13), where we have examined two regions at the base of a coronal hole.

CONCLUSION

1. At the level of the lower chromosphere, the line shift distributions in plages coincide with the intensity distribution, whereas in the upper chromosphere the maximum line shifts occur not in central parts of plages but at their boundaries.

2. The integrated spectral power of CaII line intensity oscillations in the entire frequency band 1.124–16 mHz, as well as in the 3-minute, 4-minute, and 5-minute bands decreases with height from the level of the lower chromosphere to the level of the upper chromosphere in almost all structures.

3. In the low-frequency band, the oscillation power from the lower chromosphere to the upper one increases in almost all structures.

4. In the 3-minute band, the oscillation power in the structures with a weak magnetic field becomes the highest in the lower chromosphere and decreases slightly in the upper chromosphere.

5. The integrated spectral oscillation power in the high-frequency band in most structures increases with height.

Comparing the results of the study of the quiet Sun’s regions located at the base of a coronal hole and the region located outside a hole (this work) has shown that there are both similarities and differences in the manifestation of dynamic processes in the same frequency bands in regions with different magnetic field structures. Common trends are discussed in Subsections 2, 3, 4. The difference we observe is that the integrated spectral power of CaII line intensity oscillations is generally higher in the region outside a coronal hole.
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